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A PROBABILISTIC MODEL FOR 
AVCS LONGITUDINAL COLLISION1 
SAFETY ANALYSIS 
H.-S. Jacob Tsao and Randolph W. .Hall 
PATH Program, Institute of Transportation Studies, The University o j  Calijbrnia, 
Berkeley, California 94720, (I; S.A. 
This paper develops a probabilistic model for analyzing longitudinal collision/safety 
between an abruptly decelerating vehicle and its immediate follower. The input parameters 
are the length of the gap between the two vehicles their common speed prior to the failure. 
the reaction delav of the followinr vehicle and a bivaria~e dismbution for the two dmlera- 
tion rates. The o;tput includes ~h;~robabili t~ of a collision and the probability distribution 
of the relative speed at collision time. 
We use this model to compare the safety consequences associated with the platooning and 
"free-agent" longitudinal-separation rules We also demonstrate that the free-agent rule 
implemented with a potential technology of fast and accurate emergency deceleration, under 
some reasonable conditions, can avoid collisions while offering a high freeway capacity 
previously thought possible only under the platooning rule. This model has many other 
applications 
Key n,ords: AVCS, collision speed distribution, platooning, free-agent. 
An Advanced Vehicle Control System (AVCS) consists of two major components: vehicle automation technology and freeway operating strategy. A full-automa-
tion technology integrates the communication technology between vehicles and 
between vehicles and roadside, sensing technology and sophisticated automatic vehi- 
cle control. An operating strategy is a collection of operating rules that govern the 
movement of automated vehicles based on their capability and reliability. 
Two primary objectives of Advanced Vehicle Control System (AVCS) are enhance- 
ments of highway capacity and safety. Capacity gain is achieved by reducing the 
average spacing, longitudinal and lateral, between vehicles. Safety improvement comes 
from the removal of human errors, which currently account for more than 90% of 
roadway accidents. However, automation may introduce new kinds of safety hazards 
through possible failures of additional equipment, the roadside control system and 
the communication system. Any of these failures may lead to collisions of a vehicle 
with other vehicles or with objects on the roadway. 
For a given automation technology, different operating strategies for AVCS will 
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result in different degrees of capacity and safety enhancements. Five major categories 
of operating rules are lane flow, lane change, lane selection, automated access and 
automated egress. The longitudinal-separation rule in the lane-flow category has 
been the focal point of recent studies because of its direct impact on both the capac- 
ity and safety enhancements. Central to any longitudinal-separation rule is the longi- 
tudinal spacing, i.e. the length of the gap between two adjacent vehicles. This paper 
concentrates on the failures that cause a sudden deceleration, and the resulting safety 
hazards as a function of the longitudinal spacing. A vehicle failure under different 
longitudinal-separation rules will result in collisions of different severity with differ- 
ent probability. We will use collisicn speed, i.e. relative speed between two colliding 
vehicles at the time of collision, as a surrogate for collision severity. We limit our 
consideration to only the initial collision after a failure. For ease of discussion, the 
deceleration of a failed vehicle and that of its immediate follower will be referred to 
as failure deceleration and emergency deceleration respectively. 
A Probabilistic Model 
We develop a probabilistic model for obtaining the probability of collision and the 
distribution of collision speed. This model can help determine safe distances between 
two vehicles, the target emergency deceleration, the specification for the accuracy 
and the response time of the braking system, the specification for the response time 
of the communication system and other quantities of great importance. 
The input parameters considered in our probabilistic model are: 
(11) common speed prior to the failure deceleration, 
(12) spacing between the two vehicles, 
(13) reaction delay of the rear vehicle, 
(14) correlated bivariate distribution of the two deceleration rates. 
The bivariate deceleration distribution is needed to allow possible correlation between 
the two random deceleration rates due to common driving conditions, e.g. slippery 
road conditions on a rainy day. The bivariate deceleration distribution can be any 
discrete probability distribution over any possible finite state space. The output will 
be the probability of a collision and also the probability distribution of the collision 
speed, denoted by Av. Parametric study can be conducted by varying the input 
parameters and examining the resulting collision probability and Av distribution. 
The most complicated input to the model is the bivariate distribution. To justify 
particular selections for it in the absence of data on the future technology, or simply 
to facilitate the complex task of its determination, we will use the Principle of Maxi- 
mum Entropy to derive a discrete bivariate distribution that satisfies any given mar- 
ginal expectations, marginal standard deviations and coefficient of correlation. This 
distribution can be determined by solving a convex mathematical programming prob- 
lem with linear equality constraints. The theoretical justification of this principle 
actually translates into the conservativeness appropriately required in a safety study 
like this. The adoption of this principle together with the discrete representation of 
the joint distribution of the two deceleration rates enable realistic and efficient para- 
metric probabilistic studies of AVCS longitudinal safety. 
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Two Basic Vehicle Following Rules 
Two basic longitudinal-separation rules are the platooning rule and the free-agent 
rule. The platooning rule was first proposed and studied by Shladover in the late 70's 
[Shladover, 19791 and has received renewed attention in the last few years. Under this 
rule, two adjacent vehicles in the same lane are kept either very close to, or very far 
from, each other. As a result, vehicles are organized in a clustered formation. Each 
cluster of vehicles is called a platoon. This rule fully utilizes the fact that, after a 
failure, the Av, if any, is small if they are either very close to each other or very far 
apart. Shladover [Shladover, 19791 showed that the capacity increases significantly 
with platoon size. Under the free-agent rule, vehicles move without any clustered 
formation and the minimum longitudinal spacing is significantly longer than typical 
intra-platoon spacings, but significantly shorter than typical inter-platoon spacings. 
The validity of the platooning concept hinges upon the crucial assumption that a 
failure would lead to, at the most, low-relative-speed collisions between vehicles in 
one lane. If this assumption proves to be true, then the platooning rule should be 
safer than the free-agent rule. However, so far very little is known about what other 
collisions may occur after the initial low-relative-speed collision. Could this initial 
collision lead to vehicles' skidding, spinning or swaying into other lanes? Could it 
cause some of the sensors or other on-board automation devices to malfunction and 
render vehicles out-of-control? Tongue [Tongue, 19931 is investigating the conse- 
quences of such low-relative-speed collisions using the technique of computer simu- 
lation. The major weakness of the free-agent rule is that in the event of a collision, 
the Av tends to be more severe compared to the platooning rule. Other advantages 
of the free-agent rule include simplified control protocols and perhaps more stable 
traffic flow. 
The above uncertainties suggest that we should not rule out the free-agent rule. In 
addition, the possibility of fast emergency deceleration, which has the potential of 
avoiding collisions even with short spacing, has not been fully explored in the literature. 
A Probabilistic Comparison Between the Platooning and Free-Agent Rules 
We will use the probabilistic model to compare these two basic longitudinal-sepa- 
ration rules. We will further demonstrate that, with fast and accurate emergency 
braking and under some other assumptions about the automation technology of the 
future, the free-agent rule might guarantee no collision after a failure while offering 
the high capacity thought possible with platooning. 
Organization of the Paper 
This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 explains our probabilistic approach. 
Section 3 contains the solution to this general problem. Section 4 briefly discusses 
the concept of maximum entropy and its role in our approach. Section 5 is devoted 
to the comparison between the two basic longitudinal-separation rules. Section 6 
concludes this paper. 
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A PROBABILISTIC APPROACH 
The goal is to provide the collision probability and Av distribution for any given 
combination of the four input quantities, (11) through (14). To simplify the analysis, 
we use a finite number of discrete values as the domain, denoted by D, of the 
deceleration rates. In this way, an input distribution can be any possible discrete 
bivariate distribution over DxD. Note that discretization is a powerful tool because it 
can be used to approximate any probability distribution to any desired accuracy. 
The assumptions of our model are: 
(Al) Prior to the failure, the two vehicles are moving on a straight lane at a 
common speed V with a spacing (the distance between the rear end of the 
front vehicle and the front end of the rear vehicle) of S. 
(A2) The failed vehicle decelerates at a constant but random rate D/. 
(A3) The following vehicle decelerates at a constant but random rate D, after a 
reaction delay T (if it has not already collided with the failed vehicle). 
(A4) The two rates are possibly correlated. 
We use a two-dimensional coordinate system to represent the position of the two 
vehicles as a function of time. The horizontal axis represents the time and the time of 
failure is the origin, i.e. the deceleration of the front vehicle occurs at time zero. The 
vertical axis represents vehicle position, with the origin set at the position of the rear 
end of the front vehicle at the time when the failure deceleration begins. We now 
introduce more notation, which is depicted in Figure 1: 
p(dpd,)=the probability of D/=d/and D,=d,. 
Av(dJ,d,,S,7: Vpthe speed difference at collision time given d/, d,, S, Tand V.  
For ease of notation, this will simply be abbreviated as Av. 
r s h e  elapsed time after the start of the front vehicle's deceleration. 
FIGURE 1 Initial condition at t=0. 
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xf(t)=the position of the rear end of the front vehicle at time I, in absence of 
collision. In particular, x,(O)=O. 
x,(t)=the position of the front end of the rear vehicle at time I, in absence of 
collision. 
To find the probability distribution of Av, we first determine, given a particular pair 
of deceleration rates Df=dfand D,=d,, if the two vehicles would collide at all and, if 
so, when they do. We can then determine their respective speeds and the difference. 
Finally, adding up the probabilities associated with the pairs (dpd,) that lead to the 
same collision speed produces the Av distribution. 
To determine if the two deceleration rates df and d, would lead to a collision, we 
use the following approach. Since a collision can only take place while the rear 
vehicle is moving, and the rear vehicle stops at t=T+ VId, in absence of collision, we 
need only pay attention to the time period (O,T+ Vld,). We will refer to this period as 
the relevant interval. It is obvious that the two vehicles would collide if and only if the 
two curves defined by x,(t) and x,(t) intersect in the relevant interval. If they intersect 
multiple times, the earliest crossing time is the collision time. 
In absence of collision, the trajectory for the front vehicle is: 
xf(t)= Vt-dft2/2 if I E [0, Vld,]; 
V2/2df otherwise 
In the absence of collision, the trajectory for the rear vehicle is: 
For convenience of discussion, the curve xAt) will also be referred to as the front 
trajectory while .u,(r) the rear trajectory. An example x,(t) is shown in Figure 2. Note 
that these two trajectories can intersect more than once. Figure 3 shows an example 
in which they intersect only once. They cross twice in Figure 4. 
In terms of timing, there are only four possible waysfor /he collision to occur 
(CI) During the reaction period but before the front vehicle has stopped; 
(C2) During the reaction period but after the front vehicle has stopped; 
(C3) When both vehicles are decelerating; 
(C4) After the front vehicle has stopped and while the rear vehicle is decelerating. 
PROBLEM SOLUTION 
We now summarize the derivation of the collision probability and Av given any 
specific pair of deceleration rates Df=dfand D,=d,. Let t* denote a crossing time. 
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/Rear vehicle stops 
j begins 
FIGURE 2 Trajectory x,(t) of the rear vehicle. 
FIGURE 3 Two trajectories crossing only once. 
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FIGURE 4 Two trajectories crossing twice 
For ( C I ) to occur, t* must be on the first piece of the front trajectory and also on 
the first piece of the rear trajectory. Therefore, the prerequisites are I* E [0,  VldJ and 
t* E [O,IJ1. To determine the possible crossing times, solve: 
The solutions are: 
1*=-(2Sld,)I~~and (2Sldf)112. 
Clearly, the first crossing time is not acceptable because it does not meet the prereq- 
uisites. The speed difference, if t* indeed satisfies all prerequisites, will be Av = t*dr 
In order for (C2)  to occur, a prerequisite is V/d$T. Also required are t*>Vld, and 
t* E [O,T].For the possible crossing times, solve: 
W2df=  Vt*-S. 
The solution is: 
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I f  I* satisfies the prerequisites, then the speed difference would simply be Av = V. 
For (C3) to occur, a prerequisite is T<Vld/. Also required are r* E [O,Vld,] and I* 
E [T,T+ Vld,]. To obtain the crossing times, we solve the following equation: 
The solutions are: 
d,T+[d,Z P-2(d,-df)(d,7112+S)]"2 d,T-[d:P-2(d,-d,)(d,71/2+S)]'nI*= and 

d, -d/ 4-d/ 

if  d:F-2(d,-d,)(d,Pl2+S) >O and d,+.  If d,=d,, 
The speed difference, if r* satisfies the prerequisites, is Av=d,rf-d,r*+d,T. 
Finally, in order for (C4) to occur, the prerequisites are T+ Vld,>Vld/, I*> Vld, and 
r*&[T,T+ VldJ. To obtain the crossing times, solve: 
The solutions are: 
(d,T+ V)-[(d,T+ V)2-d,(d,T2+2S+ Inld,)]"2 (d,T+ V)+[(d,T+ V 1'-d,(d,T2+2S+ V'ldf)l'n 
I*= and
4 4 
if (drT+ V)2-d,(d,T2+2S+ V21df) a.The speed difference, if the interval requirements 
are satisfied, will be Av= V-d,(r*-T). 
Adding up the probabilities associated with the pairs (d/,d,)that lead to the same 
collision speed produces the Av distribution. 
MAXIMUM ENTROPY MODEL 
The MAXENT technique can determine a unique distribution, univariate or mul- 
tivariate (with correlation), discrete or continuous, that satisfies any "linear equality 
constraints" on the probability distribution. Such linear constraints can be used to 
express almost all common constraints on distributions,.e.g. expected value, percent- 
age quantile, the variance and correlation when the expected value is given, etc. The 
"right-hand-side" of any such constraint is a parameter value of the MAXENT 
distribution. 
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Entropy of a probability distribution on  a finite domain, pi,i=1,2, ...,n, is defined 
by-C/21npi. It can be interpreted as a measure of uncertainty and its negation can 
,=I 
be interpreted as  a measure of information. The maximum-entropy distribution con- 
tains the least "information" out of all the distributions that satisfy the linear 
constraints. In other words, it picks the one that is "maximally non-committal." For 
example, the maximum-entropy distribution on any finite state space without any 
constraints is the uniform distribution. For an  analysis like ours where information 
about the exact distribution is limited, the selected distribution should be as  non- 
committal as  possible. Therefore, adoption of this principle is especially appropriate. 
One final note about the maximum-entropy approach is that there exist very robust 
and efficient computational algorithms. For references on the subject of maximum 
entropy and details of an  efficient algorithm, see [Fang, 19921. 
A COMPARISON BETWEEN PLATOONING AND 
FREE-AGENT RULES 
We first state the assumptions of comparison and then use the model and a soft- 
ware tool to produce the collision probability and Av distribution for a set of failure1 
reaction scenarios. Note that we are not attempting a complete comparison, which 
involves, among many other things, the failure probability, traffic disruption due to 
collisions, complexity of vehicle control algorithm and protocol, complexity of oper- 
ating strategy, and stability of traffic flow. For convenience, meter and second will be 
abbreviated as  m and s respectively. 
To set the stage for the comparison, we itemize the additional assumptions as 
follows: 
(AS) The randomness of the failure deceleration rate is due to chance. A target 
constant emergency deceleration rate has been preser for responding to vehi- 
cle failures; but, due to inaccuracy of the braking system, the actual rate is 
random, but constant. 
(A6) The distributions of these two rates are statistically independent. 
(A7) We set the common speed prior to the failure at 25m/s, which is approxi- 
mately 55 mileslhour. 
(AS) The reaction delay, including the communication delay and the brake actua- 
tion delay, is set at 100 milliseconds (0.1s). This choice of reaction delay is 
consistent with the current automatic control technology. 
(A9) The possible rates, for both decelerations, are i x 0.5mls2, i=1,2, ...,20. The 
failure deceleration rate follows the maximum-entropy distribution with 
expected value 5.0mls2 and standard deviation 1.0mls2. 
The spacing and the emergency deceleration distribution will be varied. The spacings 
for the two rules are chosen so that the two resulting capacities are identical. We 
consider two different platooning scenarios: (i) 20-vehicle platoon with Im intra- 
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platoon spacing and 61m inter-platoon spacing, and (ii) 5-vehicle platoon with Im 
intra-platoon spacing and 31m inter-platoon spacing. With the vehicle length set at 
5m, their free-agent and identical-flow counterparts would have a common inter- 
vehicle spacing of 4m and 7m respectively. With 20% capacity reserved for lane- 
change maneuvers, the two capacities are 8,000 and 6,000 vehicles per lane per hour 
respectively. 
For emergency deceleration, we consider many more maximum-entropy distribu- 
tions with specified values of expected value and standard deviation, with the 
expected values ranging from 3.0m/s2 to 8.0m/sZ and the standard deviation ranging 
from 0. lm/s2 to I .0m/s2. 
Figure 5 shows five Maximum Entropy distributions with different expected values 
and standard deviations. For a clearer comparison, we connect, for each distribution, 
the neighboring points (d,,prob(dJ), where d, is a possible deceleration rate and prob(d,) 
is the associated probability. 
The result of our probabilistic comparison is tabulated in 2 tables. Table I contrasts 
the difference between the two rules for the case of a 20-vehicle platoon. Table I1 
contains the same contrast as in Table I except that the platoon size is 5. A common 
measure for the severity of longitudinal collisions is the instantaneous change of 
speed experienced by the vehicle during the collision, which depends on the elasticity 
of the collision and the vehicle weight. Hitchcock [Hitchcock, 19921 estimated that a 
Derel. rate (mls2) 
FIGURE 5 Five maximum entropy distributions. 
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change in velocity of 5 mileshour will not result in major injuries in most cases and 
that of 10 mileslhour is dangerous (i.e. can cause serious injury or death). The conse- 
quence of velocity changes between these values is difficult to judge. Given the 
typical mix of automobile masses, this range roughly translates into collision speeds 
between 8 mileshour (3.55mls) and 16 mileshour (7.lmls). Therefore, we choose to 
display the probabilities of collision speed greater than Omls, 3.5mls and 7.0mls in the 
two tables. Note that under the platooning rule, the failed vehicle may be at the very 
end of a platoon, in which case the collision probability should be minute but the Av, 
given the occurrence of a collision, may be high. 
We will use the concept of stochastic larger (smaller) for comparing two random 
variables. However, since we are not interested in any exact ordering of the input or 
output distributions, we only use them in an approximate sense and, for ease of 
discussion, use the terms larger and smaller for abbreviation. Although we cannot 
rigorously compare the safety of the two basic rules, we will nevertheless, for conve- 
nience of discussion, use the term safer to loosely express our intuition. 
It is apparent from the tables that when the mean emergency deceleration rate is 
Table I. 20-Vehicle Platooning 
Rear Decel. (m/s2) 
Rule P(C0l. Spdxh/s) P(C0l. Spds3.5mls) P(C0l. Spd>'l.Omls) mean sd. 




,9428 ,5897 .0001 
Platooning 3270 
1 
Free Agent O 5  
Platooning 








Free .I 194 
1 
.0000 
6 1 0 . 5  Platooning 2369 .COO0 / ,0000 
Free Agent .I298 .02 12 .0000 
7 0.5 Platooning ,0544 ,0000 ,0000 
Free Agent ,0212 ,0017 ,0000 
8 0.5 Platooning ,0062 .0000 .0000 
I I 
Free Agent .0017 .OOOI ,0000 
Platooning ,0000 
Free Agent O I  
8 I Platooning .0255 ,0000 .0000 
Free Agent ,0114 ,0015 ,0000 
Front Dccel. Mcan = 5 meters/xc2 
s.d. = I mctcr/sec2 
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Table 11. 5-Vehicle Platooning 
Rear Decel. (mJs2) 
P(Col. Spd>Om/s) p(Col. Spd>3.5m/s) P(Col. Spd>7.Om/s) 
3 0.5 Platooning .9236 ,1406 .I 138 
Free Agent ,9428 ,8702 ,1298 








Free Agent ,7506 ,5892 .02 12 
I Platooning 4730 ,0003 OS Free Agent ,4072 







Free Agent .0001 
7 0.5 Platooning ,0458 .0000 .0000 
Free Agent ,0071 .0065 .0000 
8 0.5 Platooning ,0053 .OW0 .OW0 
Free Agent ,0003 ,0002 .OW0 





Platooning Oi l5  0000 





1 I OW0.OW0 
Front Decel. Mean = 5 melerslsec' 
s.d. = I me~er/sec2 
smaller than the mean failure deceleration rate, platooning is safer because its colli- 
sion probability is not much different from its free-agent - counterpart while its 
collision speed is smaller. Also, when the two rates are comparable, platooning seems 
safer for the same reason. However, when the mean emergency deceleration rate is 
significantly larger than the mean failure deceleration, the free-agent rule seems safer 
because its collision probability is significantly smaller while its collision speed distri- 
bution is not significantly larger. When the mean emergency deceleration rate is 
much larger than the mean failure deceleration rate and its accuracy is high, the 
collision probability can even be eliminated for very small longitudinal spacings 
under the free-agent rule. For example, (i) a longitudinal spacing of 7m and (ii) the 
MAXENT emergency deceleration rate with an expected value of 8mls2 and standard 
deviation of 0.1mls2 would virtually guarantee no collision after the failure. (See 
Table 11). Note that the qualifier virtually is used because of potential numerical 
inaccuracy or possible insufficiency of the discrete approximation of a continuous 
distribution. In this particular example, the collision probability after a vehicle fail- 
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Regarding the validity of these assumptions, Hedrick [Hedrick, 19921 is optimistic 
that a braking system capable of 0.8g (approximately 8rn/s2) or higher deceleration 
under normal driving conditions can be successfully developed in the future. An 
apparent AVCS design objective is to lower the failure deceleration rate as much as 
the cost considerations allow. Although there is no concrete data to support the 
validity of the selected failure deceleration rate in this example, it seems quite conser- 
vative. (See Figure 5.) 
CONCLUSION 
We have proposed a model for calculating the probability of a two-vehicle collision 
and the resulting collision speed distribution after the front vehicle abruptly deceler- 
ates. Robust probabilistic modeling is possible by using the proposed discrete repre- 
sentation of the joint deceleration distribution. The adoption of the maximum 
entropy principle made possible the task of determining the input distribution con- 
servatively and efficiently. The availability of the software tool enabled efficient 
parametric studies of the safety consequences of a vehicle failure under various 
longitudinal-separation rules. 
Our comparison suggests that, in many cases, a vehicle failure would cause far 
more initial collision under platooning. If a small fraction of these low-relative-speed 
collisions lead to major collisions, then the platooning rule would actually be less 
safe. We also demonstrated that the free-agent longitudinal-separation rule imple- 
mented with a potential technology of fast and accurate emergency deceleration, 
under some plausible conditions, might avoid any collisions after a vehicle failure 
while offering the high freeway capacity thought possible with platooning. 
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